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How to scrap multiple fixed assets
 
You must assign a scrap code and scrap date to all of the selected assets.
You must also assign a capital gains account (which is the account for which all these scrapping journal
transactions will be posted for)

If they are all going to be the same, you can fill out the above information using the data generator.
On the fixed asset form: Menu bar: Design> data generator

You will need to set 2 up.
1) After updating Sale/Scrap date set Sale/Scrap code as (choose one)

2) After updating Sale/Scrap Code set Capital Gains Acct as (choose one)

After these have been set up, run a query in the fixed assets form to get only the assets which you are going to
scrap.
Go to multi record display mode (F4)
NOTE: You can use F7 to hide any records from the screen if you do not want to include them.
You should now be able to put the scrap date in on the first line and the data generator will populate that line's
code and account.
If you press down arrow to get to scrap date in the next line you should be able to press F10 to copy the date
from the line above. This should then populate the code and account on this line.
Keep using down arrow and F10 in the scrap date column to copy the date down.

Once you have all the assets filled in with scrap date, scrap code and capital gains account, you then need to
run Calculate depreciation
Financials > Fixed Assets > Fixed Asset Programs > Calculate Depreciation

Then run record asset transactions in journal
Financials > Fixed Assets > Fixed Asset Programs > Record Asset Trans. in Journal

Run it for scrap/sales
Journal entries may need reviewing before they are posted. Please check them to make sure they are correctly
done.

Your assets should now have been scrapped.
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